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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to be talking about three areas of methodological quandaries that face qualitative researchers as they engage with digital technologies.  1...2...3...I am going to spend most of my time today on the integration quandary—because I think that it is where the real complexity lies.  As I think you will see as I go along.  



Quandary:  (Thank you Wiktionary!) 

Etymology 
16th century. Origin unknown; 
perhaps a dialectal 
corruption (simulating a word 
of Latin origin with suffix -ary) 
of wandreth (“evil, plight, 
peril, adversity, difficulty”), 
from Middle English wandreth, 
from Old Norse vandræði 
(“difficulty, trouble”), from 
vandr (“difficult, requiring 
pains and care”).[1][2] 

Definition 
quandary (plural 
quandaries) 
A state of not knowing 
what to decide; a state of 
difficulty or perplexity; a 
state of uncertainty, 
hesitation or puzzlement; a 
pickle; a predicament.  
[quotations ▼]  
A dilemma, a difficult 
decision or choice.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The word “quandary” is most use in this context.  First of all—it’s a mutt word.  They can’t even be sure where it comes from, or if it is the result of an accident of pronunciation.  Second of all—it starts with ‘Q” like qualitative research.  But you can’t beat “quandary” for meaning:  -not knowing what to decide-perplexity-puzzlement-a pickle!  Or a predicamentThat really gets to the heart of the problems we are facing with digital technologies and qualitative research. ... We just aren’t sure what the right answer is...nor how will things evolve from where they are today.  

http://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=wandreth&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_English_language
http://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=wandreth&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Norse_language
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/vandr%C3%A6%C3%B0i
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/vandr
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/quandary
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/quandaries
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/decide
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/difficulty
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/perplexity
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/uncertainty
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/hesitation
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/puzzlement
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/pickle
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/predicament
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/dilemma
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/decision
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/choice


The Acceptance Quandary 
 Original Sin or Rejecting Digital Tools Out 

of Hand 
 Technology can be dangerous to brain 

functioning!   
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKbD

Rz2IU_w 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Acceptance quandary has to do with the very decision to use digital tools beyond basic word processing.  There are those who equate technology beyond basic word processing with “original sin”.  They reject digital tools out of hand.  They have many excuses for their rejection.  Some believe that technology may cause cognitive changes in the brain leading to impaired intellectual development.  Don’t laugh—listen to this very real testimonial from an 8th grade girl.  Play piece-The arguments made by this girl’s parents and friends are very similar to what we can hear among qualitative researchers.  It’s not an absurd point of view.  It’s one that needs to be reckoned with.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKbDRz2IU_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKbDRz2IU_w


The Integration Quandary 
A Commitment to Changing our Practices 
 
Manual practices to Digital practices:  What 
does that mean?  Why has it been so difficult? 
 
 What is practice? In particular, what is 

qualitative research practice? 
 When did it start? 
 At what point does it become digital?   

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But if you can get beyond the point of acceptance you are faced with the quandary of integration.  To bring these tools into your work as a qualitative researcher requires a commitment to changing one’s practice.  Practice is problematic because it is part visible and part invisible.  A portion of it is explicit, but much of it you may find is more tacit and implicit than you realized.  Trying to use one of these tools will soon have you asking yourself...what is practice?  ....For me, a person who has been thinking for a good amount of time about digital technologies in qualitative research, I couldn’t help but begin to consider: What constitutes the beginning point of using digital technologies in qualitative research.  It seemed that knowing something about starting points would pinpoint where the integration problems might have begun.  



Take Note 
Conference, 
11/2/12 
 
Radcliffe Institute for 
Advanced Study, Harvard 
University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An experience that helped me to do some good hard thinking about this issue was the opportunity to attend the “Take Note” Conference in 2012 at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, at Harvard University.  Sounds fancy, but Cambridge is just a few miles down the road from where I am in Lowell, Massachusetts—so I just dropped in for the day.  Take Note was a conference about the activity of taking notes.  It looked at note taking historically and into the future.  Speakers examined the processes, methods, and technologies of note taking, and what is qualitative research...if not note taking in some form.  



Nascent Change 
 What helps to 

prepare the way?  
 

 Where does 
integration begin? 
 

 How does ongoing 
integration of 
change blend 
together?  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was through this experience that I began to think about the notion of “nascent change” and the quandary of integration.  The Take Note conference made me aware of how much nascent preparation had occurred before qualitative research digital technologies came on the scene...but it also made me wonder, was some nascent change more significant than other such change in preparing the way for taking up new practices, new technologies, particularly digital technologies.  



Where did 
qualitative research 
technologies start? 
Early Modern Medical text 
(1500’s) annotated by an 
unknown reader. 
 
Annotated Books Online: 
http://www.annotatedbooksonlin
e.com/ 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I thought about the examples that had been presented at the Take Note Conference, I realized that there was much that may have proceeded the computer that could be considered nascent—a necessary precursor of our digital technologies.  For instance, here is a page from a German medical text from the 1500’s.  You can see the extensive annotation that an unknown reader made in the margins.  This process is much like manual coding methods that most of us have experienced.  Is this where the process of technological integration began?  If you can take this step, is it requisite that you are prepared and ready to accept the upcoming digital tools.  This example is taken from an absolutely amazing Dutch site called “Annotated Books Online” that is devoted to making available examples of annotated books from the pre-digital age.  

http://www.annotatedbooksonline.com/
http://www.annotatedbooksonline.com/
http://www.annotatedbooksonline.com/
http://www.annotatedbooksonline.com/


Or did digital technologies in 
qualitative research start here? 

Library Card Catalog Library Index Cards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is where we were not too many decades ago.  Look at that massive card catalog—note the names on each drawer.  You can be sure that there is a standard nomenclature used for each title.  Look at the cards in the drawer, how each one has the information in different fields, and each field is organized in a particular way—top left or center.  It’s a massive, paper-heavy system—and yet in many ways it looks quite familiar given what the digital tools qualitative researchers are using today.  I would assume that some of the size of the card catalog is due to the fact that it is trying to meet the need for cross-referencing.  Cards are organized by title, author, and subject—items referred to in the card catalog will have a minimum of 3 cards and often many more.   



QDAS:  late 20th-early 21st 
century 

Nvivo Screen Shot 
MaxQDA Screen 
Shot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are two examples of what I call “One Stop Shopping” qualitative research software, programs that electronically enclose the project.  diGregorio and I have referred to this as the “eproject” in our writing.  The card catalog has been shrunk, the annotations are typed in easy to read script, Subject headings are now called codes or nodes and allow for cross-referencing, which the computer takes care of for us.  Where we used to have to go to the library to use public data bases, now we can have little private libraries for the texts we call our data.  



Technological Movement in 
Qualitative Research  
Stand Alone 
Software 

Transitory Forms Web 2.0 
possibilities 

Nvivo Dedoose Notobene (NB) 
MaxQDA Wikis Iannotate 
Atlas-ti Mandolay 
Hyper-research Diigo 
QDA Miner... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I look at this table and ask myself...am I looking at the card catalog again...or the book with marginalia?  Does the stand alone software represent amphibians?  Is Dedoose the equivalent of lemurs—and are we now actually going to be moving into the age of mammals with Notobene?  For those of you who may not know, Notobene is a cloud-based tool for social reading and annotation.  I/annotate—is just that—a tool for annotation.  Mandolay is a means of organizing and commenting on references.  Diigo is a tool for capturing web pages, annotating, and sharing the information.  It’s important to note that the Web 2.0 possibilities are not designed for qualitative researchers, but seem to be capturing the interest of those in the field.  Interestingly many people that did not use the stand alone software tools are reaching now for these new digital tools.  What’s the draw?  What makes integration possible for them at this moment?



What digital forms will we 
ultimately choose? 

Where are the 
commonalities? 

Tagging 

Archiving 

Searching 

Annotating 

Sharing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although these new tools are not made specifically for qualitative researchers, they do many of the things we want to be able to do—albeit with affordances and constraints of various sorts that differ from the stand alone software.  



Sticky Places between Stand 
Alone and Web 2.0 alternatives 

Coding vs. 
Tagging 

Security vs. 
Sharing 

Searching within 
vs. searching 

across 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are three examples of the differences between the older digital systems and the emerging Web 2.0 forms, which raise serious issues in regard to integration and forward movement with respect to digital technologies in qualitative research.  The Stand-alone programs emphasize coding, which for many qualitative researchers connotes an early rigid form of grounded theory.  There is a lot of push back today in qualitative research against coding (I’m not sure all the criticism is well placed, but later for that).  Ironically, tagging, which is really the same thing as coding—creating a name that can be searched on and get you back to the thing you want to find with some efficiency (think back to the card catalog and the subject headings!)...tagging is in!  Everyone wants tagging to be a feature of the tools they use—so they can find text with some efficiency.  Tagging does not have the negative vibe that coding does...so qualitative researchers who refuse to use Nvivo or Hyper-research, may well be tagging on their blog...or twitter account.  “It’s complicated.” Another divide that has opened between these two worlds is the notion of security and privacy (Stand Alone software) vs Sharing—Web 2.0 where crowd sourcing and literally “sharing” is the norm.  Software built for qualitative researchers evolved in the world of universities and like institutions in which Institutional Review Boards are king...but sharing evolved in the world of My Space, Facebook, Twitter.  Today it’s hard to find a web page that doesn’t give you the option of sharing on several platforms.  How do you conduct qualitative research in these open formats?  Searching is a function that qualitative researchers want with their tools.  In the stand-alone tools, one can search within the data base you have created.  One data base, one set of search tools.  But what if researchers move into the Web 2.0 options.  Maybe you will be using several tools that have the pieces you want—one for reading texts, another for web texts, and a third for visual/graphic texts—you might be using them in parallel.  Search tools for one tool won’t work across the different tools—will there be a meta-search tool that can be adapted to your needs?  How will you be able to look across different forms of data?  I’m not saying it can’t be done—and clearly it will be done, if qualitative researchers move in this direction.  I’ve spent a lot of time complexifying the challenges of integration



The Sustainability 
Quandary 
Acceptance + Integration = Teaching to the Next 
Generation 



My Personal Trajectory Teaching 
with Digital Tools 

QDAS: 1999 

Wikis: 
2006 

Web 2.0 
tools: 
2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My own trajectory of teaching with digital tools in qualitative research shows that I don’t have the answers, and in fact I am as confused and challenged as anyone else.  If this is a picture of integration, it is incomplete because it is missing traces of the hard parts, the struggles, the ‘why am I doing this’?  A question I have asked myself frequently over the years.  



 How should we 
orient students of 
research toward 
the digital? 

 How do we 
prepare them to 
be prepared for 
constant 
change? 

 What principles 
will hold firm over 
time? 

Qualitative 
Researchers of 
the Future 
Standards for the profession:  
What should be expected of 
future graduates? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing that has driven me as a qualitative researcher, is the responsibility I feel toward the students with whom I work.  How should they be prepared?  What digital tools should they have in their tool box?  



What is nascent in our current 
practice?  
 How do today’s digital 

qualitative research 
practices foreshadow 
tomorrow’s new 
practices?   

 How will new 
quandaries of 
acceptance, 
integration, and 
sustainability emerge 
as our practices 
evolve? 
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Some references to my work 
on these topics 
diGregorio, S. & Davidson, J. (2008).  Design for 
Software Users.  Open University Press:  UK.   
 
Davidson, J. & diGregorio (2011).  Qualitative 
research and technology: In the midst of a 
revolution.  In Denzin, N. & Lincoln, Y. Sage 
Handbook of Qualitative Research, 627-643.  
Sage:  Thousand Oaks, CA.   
 
See also:  https://qrfrag.blogspot.com 
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